
May 15, 2014

Regarding: Erroneous email reminders to your patients via Demandforce

Dear Doctors:

As you know, to receive a RECALL reminder to patients with whom our surgeons have 

released back into your care is both bothersome and confusing to your patients.  Of late 

we have become aware of a flaw in our system.  To correct this breakdown, we needed 

to take a new look at our procedures we thought were working.  We needed to admit 

that they are not working and create new ways to achieve the extraordinary care you 

have come to expect for your patients.  Thank you for caring enough to alert us to this 

challenge.  From our Plan of Correction we have refined and built new, simple 

procedures that work.  Thank you!

With best wishes for a bright future, 

Barbara C. Aliaga



Patient Co-Management Policies and Procedures

The following is taken from our ABILITIES Policy and Procedure IntraNet available to all staff members 

from every computer, iPad and iPhone.  We hope it illustrates our intention to serve all patients with 

extraordinary care.

Accountability:  Compliance is in each of us!
• However, it is the primary duty of the clinic and surgical coordinators to enter data 

necessary to identify co-managed patients
• Ashton has been assigned as weekly auditor for patient co-managed compliancy. 

PHASE ONE:  Scheduling Patterns:  

1. We make every effort to schedule our CoManaged patient while he or she is in the 
comanager's office. Referral forms are available on-line, through our CoManaging 
Doctors link under Doctors: www.harmaneyeclinic.com.

2. Surgery schedulers are available in the office, Monday through Friday to help you in 
person or by phone. 360.435.8595.
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3. At the point a patient is stable postoperatively, care will be transferred to the Co-
Managing Doctor for continued follow-up. 

1. This co-management relationship between Surgeon, Eye Doctor, and Patient, is 
directed by the patient. Special care is taken so that the Co-managed patient 
receives extraordinary care before, during and after surgery. 

2. Required follow-up forms to assure needed communication are available on-line 
through our Co-Managing Doctors’ link under Doctors at 
www.harmaneyeclinic.com

3. It is common to be released on the first day after surgery.  However, should it be 
necessary to watch over your patient longer, we will send a postoperative report 
When a patient is not returned as expected, a call is promptly made to the co-
management doctor by the surgical scheduler.

___________

PHASE 2:  PATIENT COORDINATOR-CHECK-IN (MacPractice):  

Extraordinary care means careful input of the following; 

1. Be sure that the Co-Manager's name is listed in the alert box.   (see yellow box below)

http://harmaneyeclinic.com/our-services/co-managing-doctors-referral-forms/
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2. Be sure to immediately input OD under Follow-Ups (see Follow-Ups in illustration follow 
up in 0 days)Be sure NO APPOINTMENTS ARE SCHEDULED for patient unless there is 
a request from surgeon in the treatment plan.

3. Be sure NO APPOINTMENTS ARE SCHEDULED for patient unless there is a request 
from 

surgeon in the treatment plan.

Do NOT Recall Co-managed Patients 
and Patients who are not going to return because they have moved or changed doctors:

• If you ever see a co-managed patient with an appointment or follow-up recall date 
other than OD, please check the last treatment plan to find out if this is an error, 
or, verify that our surgeon has requested the return of this patient.  Please report 
this to your supervisor immediately.

PATIENT COORDINATORS and DEMANDFORCE
Every Co-Managed Patient and DemandForce, Every Time:

1. We wish to hear reviews from patients who are so happy with their surgical experience 
and this is accomplished by sending them a thank you through their email.  

2. HOWEVER, we do not want to send any further or additional notifications.  
3. Clinic and Surgery Schedulers are to go to DemandForce and under a Patient's 

DemandForce Preferences, un-click all but Thank you.  See below.



Leave patient "Active"

Unclick all but Thank you.
Opt patient out of EMAIL OPTION - continuing care, custom promotions, reminders, and 
eyewear ready - by unchecking the boxes.  Opt patient out of TEXT OPTION - reminder, 
eyewear ready, and continuing care - by unchecking these boxes as well.  

When patients are appropriately accounted for in MacPractice, (no unwanted recall 

phone calls), and in DemandForce, (no unwanted recall text or emails), we will 

successfully care for each patient who is provided with the finest of eye surgery in the 

Northwest.  


